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Abstract: 

From Islam point of view, if the man enjoyed the power and perception, he will 

have penal responsibility, so if one of the two mentioned principles, destroyed, 

there would not be any duty for him. The man might be mad or wise at the time 

of birth. Not having intellectual forces, sometimes is associated which called 

that continual mad, sometimes is not associated which called that, period mad
2
. 

There is another problem for not having intellectual forces, that all their root is 

just one thing and that one thing is by destroying perception, penal 

responsibility will be destroyed too, and if not,  the responsibility will exist too
3
. 

Keyword:Insanity,Perception,ignorance,penal responsibility,Islamic Religious 

jurisprudence 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Penal responsibility will sometimes be destroyed completely due to some agents 

and sometimes will be affected by disordering. The Islamic low researchers 

divided that in to two parts: 1- natural happening thathuman not interferes in its 

creature.2. The elements that man himself is the reason of its creature. 

 Islam legislation, just know one as responsible and his criminality work as 

crime that have 3main conditions: first, to have perfect perception. Second, to 
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have freedom and at last to have an intention for criming. Whenever, there were 

not one of these conditions, no criminghappened.
4 

 

2. Kind of mad in religious 

1-2. Permanent madness 

Permanent madness in Islamic religious, means that exist in man forever and the 

intellect will never come back to its normal state,
5
 even if this disease reduces 

its intensity by cureness, won’t be disappeared and remain with sick person 

whole the life.
6
 

2-2. Non-permanent madness 

The madness, which is not permanent, but come to existence, time to time and 

cause destroying the intellect. The coming back of madness is sometimes 

regular and sometimes and regular.
7 

2-3.Madness which it’s beginning from time of birth till adultness 

In term of legal, it’s a kind of madness which follows the man from beginning 

of childness till the time reach to maturity age.
8
So the madman associated to 

childness, is the one, who is mad, till the time became 18 years old. 

2-4. Madness after maturity 

In term of legal, this is a kind of madness which has been mode in man after 

maturity and in term of civil legal, is a kind of madness, that man addicted to, 

when reached to maturity age and intellectuality.
8 

 

3.  The mad’s punishment in religious 

3-1. penal discussion of mad’s adultery 

There are different attitudes in execution of adultery limitation: 

Second Martyr (ZeinodinAmeliJabaei) stated in relation to not to do Had 

(Penance for adultery by virtue of Islam) of the insane as follows , " It is 

approximately real that the insane should not be punished ; he(she) is exempted 

from the punishment because either periodic  or permanent insane does not 
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know his (her) religious duties and also it is not possible to prove the 

punishment " 
9
 .  

“sexual offences would be punished, whereas that man or woman matured and 

wise and known of their punishment.”
10 

Generally most of Islamic jurists believe that the Had should not be done to the 

insane , but some ones believe that he (she) should be punished .   

3-2. The penal debate of mad’s pederasty 

some of pedarasters believed that, if there was a sex between a man and woman, 

no punishment would executed for him, but just a short punishment there is, for 

not doing it again.
11 

Most of Islamic jurists
12

 believe that if someone has sex with an insane , the 

Had should not be executed to the latter because he has no option , but he 

should be punished . Second Martyr wrote in LomehDescription
13

 , "The insane 

either as the active or passive homosexual should be punished " so the Had 

should not be executed to both active and passive insane homosexuals .  

subject and object in pederasty, would not be able to punish, if be mad.because 

one of the Had's  necessary conditions is intellect , but  the insane cannot be 

held responsible for his (her) actions . 

3-3. Sexual offence’s accusation of madman 

The writer of Javaher (Mohammad Hassan Najafi) stated , " Tazir (A 

punishment less than Had) is executed to the insane , If the he(she) executes 

Ghazf (Attribution of commission of adultery to someone ; false accusation of 

sexual intercourse) " and however , the Had is not executed 
14

. FasilIbnSayyar 

narrated from Imam Sadegh(Peace Be Upon Him) as follows , "…If the insane 

executes Ghazf in relation to a man , the former is not responsible " 
15

. 

Undoubtedly one of the conditions to prove any crime is the perpetrator's 

intellect; as said before although the Islamic jurists considers some accusations 

even the sexual ones as crime to be punished , if the sexual accused is wise . So 

if the insane executes Ghazf in relation to someone who is either wise and 

adolescent (Ghazf) or insane , he(she) is not punished because of Ghazf 

according to most of the Islamic jurists , but however , they state that he(she) 

should be punished (Tazir which is a punishment less than Had) . 
16 
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3-4. The madman’s theft 

Sheikh Toossi narrated from the Riazcompiler , "If a periodic insane steals 

something , Had(Penance for adultery by virtue of Islam) is not executed to 

him(her) , but Tazir(A punishment less than Had) is executed " . 
17

 

Ayatollah Marashi and Imam Khomeini stated in Alsergha and Tahrir as 

follows, respectively ,
18

 "Had is not executed to an insane thief who is either 

periodic or permanent " . 

So it is necessary to prove that the thief is wise to punish him(her) and if an 

insane steals something , Had is not executed to him(her) according to all of the 

Islamic jurists .
19 

3-5. Insane  Talio 

The perpetrator should be wise completely in order to retaliate (Talio) him(her) 

according to all of the Islamic jurists . Second Martyr states , "Had(Penance for 

adultery by virtue of Islam) is not executed to a periodic or permanent  insane or 

crazy who kills an insane or wise ones , if the periodic one kills someone when 

he(she) is in insanity condition" .  

In relation to Talio both murderer and murdered person should be wise so if a 

wise one kills an insane one , he(she) is not killed nor retaliated , but if he(she) 

kills intentionally or quasi intentionally , he(she) should pay the blood money 

and if he(she) commits any sin , his(her) relatives should pay the blood money . 

Abu Salah Halabi stated in Alkafi , "If the murdered is insane , the murdered is 

not retaliated , but the latter should pay the blood money" .
20 

The Islamic jurists state that the insane is not retaliated because He(she) is as an 

instrument to kill 
21

. 

Generally we may retaliate someone , if he(she) is wise and adolescent and free 

in his(her) action , otherwise , he(she) is not punished .  

 

Conclusion and offering: 

Islam religion, knows, the ability of having understanding and authority 

necessary and it has penal responsibility. So 1.if one of these two mentioned 

elements destroyed, there would not be any duty for him. 
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2.Most of the jurists explain just the verdicts of ignorance and madness 

completely and don’t mention to the other cases. 

3. The basis of lack of penal responsibility for madman would be stabilized 

more better just the time that,we  should not punish the insane or if we decide to 

punish him(her) , the punishment is not considered as Talio don’t know these 

security purposes as a punishment. 
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